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Washington Public Power Supply System
P. 0. Box 968
Richland, Washington 99352

Attention: Mr. G. C. Sorensen, Manager
Regulatory Programs

Gentlemen:

Subject: NRC Inspection of the WNP-2 Nuclear Plant

This refers'o the special team inspection conducted by Mr. T. Young and other
members of our staff on April 15-26, 1985, of activities authorized by NRC
License No. NPF-21, and to the discussion of our findings held by Mr. Young
with Mr. Shannon and other members of your staff at the conclusion of the
inspection.

Areas examined during this inspection are described in the enclosed inspection
report. Within these areas, the inspection consisted of selective
examinations of procedures and representative records, interviews with
personnel, and observations by the inspectors.

This inspection focused 100 percent of its effort upon your administrative
controls and their implementation and adherence in the following areas:
Calibration Program; Maintenance Program; Onsite/Offsite Committee Activities;
equality Assurance Audits (onsite and offsite); Licensed/non-Licensed Operator
Training; and Plant Operations. In addition, the implementation of your
commitments for operational improvements were examined.

Overall Conclusions

The team determined that there were weaknesses in four areas: 1)
implementation of the measuring and test equipment (MME) program, 2)
management oversight of the onsite gA surveillance program, 3) the Supply
System attention to details in complying with the letter of the Technical
Specifications, and 4) storage of Class 1 battery records.

The first of these areas as noted in the attached Notice of Violation (NOV),
the team found an overdue-for-calibration list of MME that could not be
3.ocated, MSrTE being used and not signed out., no records being made of where
the MME was being used and MME being loaned from one department to another
with out being checked through the tool crib etc.
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In the second area, the onsite QA surveillance program had identified most of
the same problems in the M&TE program identified by the team in a series of
surveillances performed between September 1, 1984 and January 31, 1985.
Corrective action on each finding was taken, but because of the lack of proper
management oversight, the M&TE programmatic break down was not recognized.

In the third area, as noted in the NOU, from the corporate nuclear safety
review board down to lower levels in the plant, decisions were being made to
deviate from the letter. of the technical specifications without the Supply
System taking steps to change the technical specifications.

In the fourth area, the records for the eight Class I batteries were not
identifiable and retrievable.

Overall, the team determined that all other areas were well organized and
meeting their technical specification and regulatory requirements. A
significant strength identified by the team was the Corporate QA audit
program. The team found that most of the areas examined by the team had been
audited by QA during 1984.

Areas Ins ected and Results

A. Committee Activities

The intent of this inspection was to verify that the Corporate Nuclear
Safety Review Board (CNSRB), the Plant Operations Committee (POC) and the
Nuclear Safety Assurance Group (NSAG) were functioning in conformance
with Technical Specification (TS) Requirements. A significant strength
identified during the inspection was that the corporate office auditors
had performed audits on all three groups in 1984 to assure that they were
meeting their requirements. Two minor weaknesses identified were that,
(1) the Supply System had not taken steps to change the wording of the
responsibilities in the TS for the CNSRB to reflect how it actually
operates and (2) to allow all five members of NSAG to be locate onsite.
The inspectors otherwise concluded that all groups were meeting their TS
requirements.

B. Containment Inte rit Uerification

Containment isolation valve surveillances for February did not include 24
vent and drain valves in the steam tunnel and four valves above the
reactor water cleanup (RCWU) vaults. The surveillance records were annotated
that these valves were not inspected due to ALARA considerations. The
assigned reviewer and the Operations Manager stated that they approved
this action on the basis of ALARA considerations and the fact that the
areas were generally locked and inaccessible during operations. The
position of all these valves are required to be verified every 31 days by
Technical Specifications (TS). The Supply System took no action to
request a TS change, waiver, or otherwise notify the NRC.

C. Measurin and Test E ui ment

The Measuring and Test Equipment (M&TE) program was inspected to
determine whether procedures were established and implemented for the
calibration and control of M&TE used to test, calibrate and repair
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safety-related components and systems. The inspector concluded that an
adequate program existed to ensure the proper calibration and control of
M&TE.

The inspector did, however, identify problems with the implementation of
the program. As a result of a review of various M&TE control
documentation and discussions with personnel involved in the program, the
following findings were identified, which are contrary to plant
procedures:

Both calibrated and overdue-for-calibration M&TE were being stored
together in the contaminated M&TE storage area on the 525 elevation
level of the Reactor Building.

2. An overdue-for-calibration list of M&TE was examined. The records
showed that none of the equipment was checked out of the tool crib,
however, the location of this equipment could not be substantiated.

3. M&TE was being used without proper check-out on Test Equipment Logs
and without the completion of Daily Usage Records, so a
determination could not be made as to when and where this equipment
was used.

0
D.

The inspectors concluded that the control of Measuring and Test Equipment
was not being implemented in accordance with procedures. This is a
violation of regulatory requirements.

Surveillance

The licensee's surveillance programs for the batteries, emergency diesel
generators, RHR system and HPCS system were examined. The surveillances
for these systems/equipment were verified by comparing them with those
surveillances required by the Plant Technical Specifications. The
program was sampled to determine the frequency and thoroughness of the
surveillances being performed. It is concluded that the surveillance
programs appear to be adequate and to function as designed.

E. Maintenance

The licensee's maintenance program was examined by reviewing both the
corrective and preventive maintenance programs. The licensee's Power
Plant Information Control System (PPICS), computer system, as used in the
maintenance program was reviewed. The effectiveness and control of the
corrective maintenance program was analyzed by reviewing the PPICS
maintenance work request (MWR) program. The master equipment'ist and
the scheduled maintenance system (SMS) programs typified the control and
functionability of the preventive maintenance program. Twenty-eight
MWR 8 completed during the past year for corrective maintenance on the
HPCS emergency DG battery, diesel generators and the RHR pumps were
examined in detail. It is concluded that the licensee's maintenance
program appears to be adequate and the administrative controls for the
program function properly.
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Class 1 Batteries

The installation of the eight Class 1 batteries and battery rooms were
inspected; and the maintenance and performance test records for these
batteries were examined to evaluate their serviceability. The battery
rooms were found to be clean and in order, and the installatien of the
batteries appeared to be thorough and complete. The supply system was
unable to retrieve and identify all the required records. However,
sufficient performance test data was produced for the Class 1 batteries
to conclude they are operable.

G: Licensee Pro ram For Action On 0 erational Event Re orts

The inspector examined the administrative controls for review and action
on reports of equipment malfunctions at other nuclear facilities. Such
reports included NRC Bulletins and Information Notices, INPO event
reports, and manufacturer notifications of hardware deficiencies.

An effective review and evaluation system appeared to be in place, with
review records demonstrating due consideration of generic aspects within
the WNP-2 plant. A minor weakness existed in the apparent absence of
data in the maintenance vendor information files, relative to changes
made or lessons learned from generic reviews.

Desi n Chan es and Modifications

The inspector examined procedures for, and records of, design changes.
Design changes are handled by the Supply System staff with
responsibilities and methods generally described in company procedures
and instructions. The procedures were somewhat vague with regard to
instructions to engineers for content of testing instructions after
design changes. There also appeared to be ambiguity in the required
extent of quality control inspections of design changes, and
prioritization of quality control inspections toward the most safety
significant work items.

I. Maintenance/Non-Licensed Em lo ee Trainin

The inspector reviewed the procedures specifying requirements for the
overall training and retraining activities for maintenance and
non-licensed employees to ascertain whether established programs conform
to applicable regulatory requirements and commitments. The inspector
also reviewed training records and held discussions with personnel to
verify that the programs were being implemented.

The inspector concluded that the training programs inspected were
adequate and implemented in accordance with procedures. Further
development of maintenance training was proceeding as part of the INPO
accreditation process. The licensee was also implementing an enhanced
technical training program for gA personnel.
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Radioactive Effluents and Re orts

An inspection was conducted on several aspects of your implementation of
controls on gaseous and liquid radioactive effluents. This examinationidentified two areas of weakness.

equality assurance activities of certain calculational activities
associated with technical specification required calculations for
projecting offsite radiation doses were found to be poorly implemented.
The apparent cause of this condition was lack of detailed procedural
guidance to implement quality assurance activity where computer
calculations are used for effluent monitoring activities. Documentation
of those gA activities that were performed was found to be inadequate.I

Poor performance of chemistry activities associated with the
radiochemical analysis for strontium has been identified by your own
audits and by the NRC confirmatory measurements program. We understand
your staff has taken steps to improve performance in this area and that
you will report to us those corrective actions taken. The NRC will
provide additional samples for your analysis when you are ready.

Review of technical specification surveillances for effluents, effluent
monitors and chemistry parameters revealed only minor problems with
chemistry records. Other aspects of this area were satisfactory.

Semiannual and annual reports examined were found satisfactory.
K. Plant Procedures

Selected plant system procedure were examined and found to be adequate.
However, the results of the examination revealed that certain of the
procedures could be enhanced; thereby, making those procedures more
useful to the operators. Also, the inspectors found that individuals
preparing, reviewing and approving procedures had not been given detailed
criteria to assure that the final product met licensee's management
expectations of excellence. Currently, the plant procedures are
undergoing the first biannual review prescribed under the facility's
Technical Specifications'herefore, it is incumbent upon the licensee
management to assure that personnel responsible for the review take the
present opportunity to upgrade procedures, where appropriate, so that all
procedures satisfy the expectations of the licensee's management.

gA Audit Pro ram

We found the gA audit program as it relates to operational and supportactivities at the WNP-2 facility to be a viable and effective program
which enjoys the healthy support of senior management of the Supply
System.

Based on the results of this inspection, it appears that four of youractivities were not conducted in full compliance with NRC requirements, as set
forth in the Notice of Violation, enclosed herewith as Appendix A. Your
response to the Notice of Violation (Appendix A) is to be submitted in
accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201. In addition, please address
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your plans for evaluating and resolving the identified areas of perceived
weakness.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790(a), a copy of this letter and the enclosures
will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room.

The responses directed by this Notice are not subject to the clearance
procedures of the Office of Management and Budget as required by the Paperwork
Reduction Action of 1980, PL 96-5ll..

Should you have any questions concerning this inspection, we would be pleased
to discuss them 'with you.

Sincerely',,
1

Enclosures:
A. Notice of Violation
B. Inspection Report

No. 50-397/85"ll

D. Z. Kirsch, Acting Director
Division of Reactor Safety and

projects-

il

cc w/enc:
C. M. Powers, WNP-2 Plant Manager
P ( L. Powell, WNP-2 Licensing Manage'r
R. B. Glasscock, Director, Assurance and,Licensing
State of WA (Curtis Eschels)
Mr. N. S. Reynolds
J. M. Partlow, DgA, SIP, NRC

bcc w/enclosure:
Resident Inspector
Mr. Martin

bcc w/o enclosure:
I8MB

„
RV/debbie
TYoung AJohnson
5/ /85 5/ /85

JCrews JBurdoin KIvey CSherman RKanow
5/ /85 5/ /85 5/ /85 5/ /85 5/ /85

AToth PJohnson
5/ /85 5/ /85

DKirsch
5/ /85
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Should you have any questions concerning this inspection, we would be pleased
to discuss "them with you.'.- "

IZ

Sincerely,

/s/
D. F. Kirsch, Acting Director
Division of Reactor Safety and

Projects "

Enclosures:
A. Notice of Violation
B. Inspection Report

No. 50-397/85-11

cc w/enc:
C. M. Powers, WNP-2 Plant Manager
P. L. Powell, WNP-2 Licensing Manager
R. B. Glasscock, Director, Assurance and Licensing
State of WA (Curtis Eschels)
Mr. N. S. Reynolds
J. M. Partlow, DgA, SIP, NRC

bcc w/enclosure:
Resident Inspector
Mr. Martin

bcc w/o enclosure:
LFMB

Young A. Johnson Cr@s oin Ivey S erman Karla To@1 Young P. J son Kirs h

5'/85 5/Ã/85 5gf/85 5pf/85 5/4//85 5/g/85 5/cÃ/85 5/4//85 5~/85 5g//85(p/g/85
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